Reduction of susceptibility-induced signal losses in multi-gradient-echo images: application to improved visualization of the subthalamic nucleus.
T2-weighted gradient echo (GE) images yield good contrast of iron-rich structures like the subthalamic nuclei due to microscopic susceptibility induced field gradients, providing landmarks for the exact placement of deep brain stimulation electrodes in Parkinson's disease treatment. An additional advantage is the low radio frequency (RF) exposure of GE sequences. However, T2-weighted images are also sensitive to macroscopic field inhomogeneities, resulting in signal losses, in particular in orbitofrontal and temporal brain areas, limiting anatomical information from these areas. In this work, an image correction method for multi-echo GE data based on evaluation of phase information for field gradient mapping is presented and tested in vivo on a 3 Tesla whole body MR scanner. In a first step, theoretical signal losses are calculated from the gradient maps and a pixelwise image intensity correction is performed. In a second step, intensity corrected images acquired at different echo times TE are combined using optimized weighting factors: in areas not affected by macroscopic field inhomogeneities, data acquired at long TE are weighted more strongly to achieve the contrast required. For large field gradients, data acquired at short TE are favored to avoid signal losses. When compared to the original data sets acquired at different TE and the respective intensity corrected data sets, the resulting combined data sets feature reduced signal losses in areas with major field gradients, while intensity profiles and a contrast-to-noise (CNR) analysis between subthalamic nucleus, red nucleus and the surrounding white matter demonstrate good contrast in deep brain areas.